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G
raphene1,2 and graphene-like struc-
tures (ribbons, flakes, etc.) attract
rapidly growing interest in the

scientific community due to their amazing
properties. One of the hottest topics in this
field is graphene magnetism and its poten-
tial spintronic and quantum information
applications.3,5 Much hope was vested in
the preservation and transport of spin in-
formation in 1D and 2D systems in pure,5

defected,5�7 or functionalized graphene
structures.8,9 These phenomena are widely
discussed in the context of structural de-
fects or a special chemical functionalization
of graphene, but practical implementations
are still under theoretical and experimental
consideration. The most crucial obstacle
is that even if a weak magnetism in the
graphene-based systems is possible, the
theoretically predicted (anti/ferro)magnetic
transition temperature is too low for prac-
tical applications.10

The ultimate goal in the field of quantum
computing and spintronics is to achieve an
architecture in which one bit is represented
by the simplest possible unit, a single
atom.11,12 Implementation of such hypo-
thetical13 or complicated14,15 devices re-
quires the solution of several important
problems. First, they must be simple in their
design and stable under the conditions of
use. Second, there must be an easy way to
access and control qubit network states.
In many respects, endohedral fullerenes

became promising candidates for molecular
spintronics16,17 since their stable carbon
cages isolate encapsulated magnetic spe-
cies from aggressive environments.18,19

However, establishing a reliable communi-
cation/access netwithin a qubits array based
on endohedral fullerenes is extremely com-
plicated.17,19 A proposed solution based on
single-wall carbon nanotubes is also not
straightforward.19 A creative realization of the

quantum computing network in optical lat-
tices with ultracold atoms trapped in an
external potential proved very stable and
controllable but apparently very expensive
and poorly suited for mass production.13,17

Likewise, the design of quantum entangled
system at room temperature via liquid-state
nuclear magnetic resonance technique is
also a fascinating but still rather complicated
alternative.22 Here we report a conceptually
new and chemically accessible way to
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ABSTRACT

Graphene|metal|ligand systems open a new realm in surface magnetochemistry. We show that

by trapping metal atoms in the two-dimensional potential lattice of a graphene�ligand

interface it is possible to build a chemical analogue of an optical lattice, a key setup in

quantum information and strongly correlated systems. Employing sophisticated first-principles

calculations, we studied electronic and dynamic properties of graphene|metal|ligand

assemblies and showed that there is a general principle;spin�charge separation in π�d

systems;that underlies the possibility of synthesizing and controlling such systems. We find

that ligands can work as a local gate to control the properties of trapped metal atoms and can

impose bosonic or fermionic character on such atomic nets, depending on the ligand's

nature. Remarkably, the magnetization energy in such systems reaches record-high values of

ca. 400 meV, which makes the respective magnetic phenomena utilizable at room

temperature. Accompanied by spin polarization of the graphene π-conjugated system it

leads to spin-valve materials and brings the realization of quantum computing one step closer.

KEYWORDS: graphene . spin valve . organometallic chemistry . sandwich
complex . spin�charge separation . quantum computing
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construct a net of spin states on a graphene substrate
by assembling sandwich-like graphene|metal|ligand
(G|Me|L hereafter) structures as shown in Figure 1. An
archetypical complex, bis(benzene)chromium, Cr(C6H6)2,
and a broad variety of its well-known analogues and
derivatives can serve as molecular prototypes of such
systems (Figure 1).20 Formation of stable periodical
G|Cr|L systems with different unit cell size and ligand
types is predicted, and the spin polarization strength is
found to be a function of the structure topology and
ligand's nature. We show that by sequential re-
placement of substituents in the π-ligand arene it is
possible to fine-tune the properties of the G|M|L
system within a remarkably broad range: from ferro-
magnets with high magnetization energy of up to
400 meV, through exotic and unexpectedly stable
systems with an almost flat band at the Fermi level,
to open-gap graphene materials sought after in
industrial applications. These electronic phenomena
are discussed in connection with the spin�charge
separation,23,24 a fundamental principle revealed for
the systems with π�d interactions. Finally, high ther-
mal stability of G|M|L systems is proved by means of
ab initio molecular dynamics.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Studied Systems. High mobility of heteroadatoms on
the surface of crystalline substrates and their affinity to
surface defects preclude construction of single-atomic

quantum dot arrays in a regular controllable manner.
Furthermore, due to unsaturated valence and induced
spin, an isolated atom can be very reactive. In this
regard, it is unlikely that the widely studied hybrid
graphene/metal systems25�35 with single metal atoms
regularly distributed over the graphene sheets can be
obtained experimentally on a large scale or as a work-
ing element.9 At the same time, organometallic chem-
istry provides multiple examples of stable systems,
where d- or f-metal atoms are “trapped” within the
framework of suitable ligands.20 In the case of arene π-
ligands, the metal atoms can retain their formal zero
oxidaton state (although the ligand field splits the
frontier d-orbitals), while the π-system of the ligands
remains relatively unperturbed. Yet, such complexes
often exhibit enhanced stability; for instance, the dis-
sociation temperature of Cr(C6H6)2 and (benzene)-
chromium tricarbonyl, Cr(C6H6)(CO)3, is about 600 K.36

Hence, considering the graphene sheet as an extended
π-system with multiple addition sites, synthesis of
stable G|Cr|L complexes retaining unique electronic
properties of graphene is much more feasible than the
synthesis of graphene complexes with bare metal
atoms. The synthetic routes to sandwich and half-
sandwich complexes of transition metals (such as the
aforementioned Cr(C6H6)2 and Cr(C6H6)(CO)3) are well
established in the field of organometallic chemistry.20

For instance, Cr(CO)6 readily reacts with arenes, form-
ing Cr(arene)(CO)3 complexes, and utilization of the
same synthetic strategy for graphene is straightfor-
ward. The synthetic route toward G|Cr|(ligand) systems
might include the methods of wet chemistry devel-
oped for the synthesis of sandwich and half-sandwich
compounds20 or CVD-like techniques.21 Further ex-
ploration of the possible synthetic routes to G|Cr|L
complexes is beyond the scope of this work; here we
only emphasize that appropriate methodologies are
within the core knowledge of organometallic chemis-
try. We will show below that, once created, G|Cr|L
systems such as shown in Figure 1c provide unique
possibilities for combining electronic properties of
graphene with those of transition metals.

As a basic initial test case, we consider a family of
G|Cr|(C6H6) systems, in which Cr(C6H6) moieties are
periodically distributed over the graphene sheet, pre-
serving its hexagonal symmetry. To study remote
through-graphene interaction of the Cr centers, eight
systems (labeled I�VIII as shown in Figure 1a) with
gradually increasing inter-Cr distance and correspond-
ing unit cell size were studied: the smallest cell allowed
by the ligand-imposed steric limitations has an edge
length of 6.55 Å (system I), while the largest considered
cell size reaches 12.34 Å in system VIII. According to the
structure of their first Brillouin zone, these eight sys-
tems can be classified into two families with different
2D-k-dispersion topology (i.e., the Γ-M-K-Γ band
structure). For those systems, whose unit cell does

Figure 1. (a) Unit cell topology of the graphene|Cr|ligand
(G|Cr|L) systems analyzed in the present report. The surface
distribution of the Cr|L elements determines the substrate
symmetry and, consequently, its electronic properties. (b)
Typical π-ligand molecular complexes of Cr. (c) Optimized
structures of different G|Cr|L systems.
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not include 6n carbon atoms (systems I, IV, V, VI, and
VIII), the band extremes around the K-point are remi-
niscent of graphene. In the remaining cases (the
number of atoms in the unit cell is equal to 6n, as in
G|Me|L systems II, III, and VII) the critical points of the
bands are shifted to the Γ-point, and these systems
tend to have a more open gap.37 Importantly, such
systems are all-benzenoid in terms of Clar's theory. This
dichotomy closely resembles the difference in the
band structure between zigzag and armchair graphene
ribbons.6,37 Certainly, for the nonderivatized graphene
sheet this classification is only formal, but when
the symmetry of the G|Cr|L system is determined by
the position of Cr|L moieties, the electronic structure
of the above two families is definitely different.

Electronic Structure of Cr(C6H6)2 and Spin�Charge Separa-
tion. Before proceeding to the studies of extended
G|Cr|L systems,webriefly review theelectronic structure
of Cr(C6H6)2 and illustrate the phenomenon of the
spin�charge separation accompanying the electron
transfer in this and all otherπ�d systems. The electronic
structure of Cr(C6H6)2 has been studied since the
1950s.38,40 Two parallel benzene rings in an eclipsed
conformation form a D6h symmetric pattern in which a
degenerate set of 3d atomic orbitals of Cr is split into e1g

4 ,
a1g
2 , and e2g

0 molecular orbitals (MOs; the superscript
denotes their occupations). The e1g MO originates from
dxz and dyz AOs of Cr considerably mixed with benzene
MOs to form Cr�benzene bonding MOs of a hybrid
nature. On the contrary, the a1g-HOMO is essentially the
pure dz2 AO of the Cr atom. The gap between the Cr-
localized HOMO and the ligand-localized LUMO can be
modified by changing the arene system. Substituting
one of the benzene ligands in Cr(C6H6)2 with coronene,
C24H12, circumcoronene, C54H18, or larger graphene
flakes C96H24 and C150H30, we observed that the gap
drops almost to zero (Figure 2), pointing to the possibi-
lity of crossing of the graphene and Cr-based bands in

extended systems. Electron redistribution accompany-
ing such crossing, which is indeed found in G|Cr|L
systems as discussed below, can be understood by
applying the concept of spatial spin�charge separation
illustrated in Figure 3 and explained in the following
paragraphs.

HOMO localization on the Cr atom in Cr(C6H6)2
naturally implies that one-electron oxidation should
result in a radical-cation with spin density closely re-
sembling the orbital density of the dz2 AO of Cr. This
obvious expectation is, indeed, confirmed both
experimentally41 and computationally (Figure 3a). Like-
wise, removal of one electron from the dz2 orbital of Cr
implies that the atomic charge of Cr, q(Cr), could also be
changed by approximately one charge unit. However,
we found, quite counterintuitively, that the charge onCr
in Cr(C6H6)2

þ is virtually identical to that in the neutral
Cr(C6H6)2. Keeping in mind the ambiguity in the defini-
tion of the atomic charge, we tested different schemes
to compute atomic populations (Bader, Mulliken, NBO),
and all of them demonstrated only negligible change of
the q(Cr) value upon electron detachment. Thus, there is
an apparent paradox dubbed as “spatial spin�charge
separation”: while the net electron density is withdrawn
from the benzene ligands, the spin density is localized
on the metal atom. It is convenient to illustrate the
manifestation of the spin�charge separation through
the analysis of the differential electron density compar-
ing the neutral and charged states, Δel

0/þ1, shown in
Figure 3b. Instead of the single positive density lobe
anchored to the metal atom similar in its shape to the
Δspin
R/β , amore complex pattern is found for theΔel

0/þ1. The
domains of alternating sign found for Δel

0/þ1 in the

Figure 3. Real-space representation of spin�charge se-
paration in the molecular system Cr(C6H6)2 (right row) and
G|Cr|(C6H6) (left row): (a) spin density,Δspin

R/β (r), in G|Cr|(C6H6)
and a cation of Cr(C6H6)2; (b) difference of the electron
density induced by the removal of an electron, Δel

0/þ1(r) (for
the G|Cr|L system it is a difference of the densities of the
spin-polarized and nonpolarized solutions); (c) spatial dis-
tribution of the spin�charge separation hole for Cr(C6H6)2
and G|Cr|(C6H6).

Figure 2. Frontier MO energies of finite systems flake|Cr|-
(C6H6) as a function of theflake size. For the C96H24|Cr|(C6H6)
complex, the dz2-derived MO is almost degenerate with the
π*-states of the flake, and geometrical characteristics of the
complex are similar to those of the systems VI�VII.
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vicinity of the metal atom cancel each other, so that the
integral change of the q(Cr) value is negligible.

Thus, for the purposes of analysis of the electronic
structure it may be convenient to formally decompose
one-electron oxidation of Cr(C6H6)2 into two steps (of
course, inseparable in reality): (i) removal of one
electron from the d-orbital of Cr followed by (ii)
adjustment of the electronic density of the whole
system. The spatial distribution of the spin density is
a real space presentation of the first formal step.
Importantly, the spin density obtained at this step
remains mostly unchanged after the second step. The
second step, in turn, can be best illustrated using the
concept of spin�charge separation hole (SCSH), de-
fined as ΔSCSH = Δel

0/þ1 � Δspin
R/β . An isodensity plot of

ΔSCSH (Figure 3c) clearly shows how the electron
density is shifted from the ligands toward the Cr atom:
an almost spherical domain of the density concentra-
tion is formed around the Cr atom, while benzene
fragments accommodate smoothly the delocalized
domain of the density depletion.

Importantly, such behavior is not a unique feature
of the Cr(C6H6)2 complex but rather represents a
common property of any metal�ligand system. For
instance, Figure S1 (see Supporting Information) shows
analogous graphs for Cr(C6H6)(CO)3. A similar picture
was also observed in endohedral metallofullerenes
and in other transition metal complexes with π-
ligands.24,42 To ensure that the spin�charge separa-
tion is not an artifact of a single-determinant approach
or of the DFT approximation, we verified the shape of
the Δ0/þ1 function at the MCSCF/cc-pVTZ level of
theory with single to quadruple excitations within
the active space covering the π-orbitals of benzene
ligands as well as 3s�3d and 4s�4d orbitals of Cr and
found it virtually indistinguishable from the DFT-com-
puted function depicted in Figure 3b. It also must be
noted that the spin�charge separation is strongly
related to the phenomenon of charge preservation in
transition metals discussed earlier by Raebiger et al.23

Quantum Web. Generalization of the electronic struc-
ture of Cr(C6H6)2 to extended systems is straightfor-
ward. As was noted above, an increase in size of one of
the arene ligands leads to gap shrinking in the limit of
an infinite 2D system such as G|Cr|(C6H6) (Figure 2). For
all G|Cr|(C6H6) systems considered in this work with

topologies ranging from I to VIII (Figure 1), the spin-
unpolarized solutions at the PBE level give an almost
dispersionless dz2(Cr)-based band, which is pinned
from below to the conduction bands of the graphene
subsystem. Importantly, these localized states define
Fermi levels of the G|Cr|(C6H6) systems as a whole,
which results in a very unusual electronic situation for
infinite systems: a flat band at the Fermi level. It is well
known from the condensed matter theory that a flat
band at the Fermi level is an indication of system
instability. On the other hand, it is also a marker of
the broad range of specific phenomena from magnet-
ism to superconductivity or superfluidity.

However, it is the spin-polarized (i.e., magnetic)
solution that is predicted to be the ground state in
G|Cr|(C6H6) systems II�VIII. Using the commonly ac-
cepted definition of the energy of magnetization (EM)
for periodic systems as the difference between the
energy of the spin-polarized and spin-unpolarized
solutions, we found that the EM values for G|Cr|(C6H6)
systems can reach up to 400 meV per magnetic center
(Table 1), a record-high value among the systems of
such kind. The EM noticeably depends on the topology
(in particular, on the distance between metal centers;
this point will be discussed in detail below). At the
same time, the total magnetic moment for all topolo-
gies remains in the range 0.2�0.3μB. To ensure that the
ferromagnetic state is indeed a ground state for the
majority of structures considered, we performed addi-
tional computations with 2 � 2 supercells flipping the
spin on one of the Cr centers. Except for system I, the
energy difference between fully ferromagnetic and
spin-flipped states was always negative and agreed
well with the EM values listed in Table 1. The reason for
high stability of the ferromagnetic phase is discussed
below.

As noted above, G|Cr|(C6H6) structures are classified
into two families depending on their topological rela-
tions to the bare graphene. These two families yield
different k-dispersion patterns, as illustrated by the
band structures of systemsVI andVII plotted in Figure 4a,d.
The spin-polarization manifests itself in the splitting of
still essentially flat Cr(dz2)-derived bands. The effect of
the spin polarization on the other bands is almost
negligible and can be observed only in the close
proximity of the Fermi level. Spin-polarized density-

TABLE 1. Relative Energies of Ferromagnetic (spin-polarized) Phase Solutions for Structures I�VIII with Respect to

Nonmagnetic (spin-unpolarized) Ones (EM), Magnetic Exchange Energy (J),a the Total Magnetic Moment of Each System

(μ), and the Distance between Localized Magnetic Centers (d(Cr�Cr))

I II III IV V VI VII VIII

EM, meV 335.0 �107.0 �404.0 �25.0 �41.0 �173.54 �156.0 �140.0
J(2 � 2), meV �10.0 �80.0 �324.0 �17.0 �31.0 �123.5 �136.0 �130.0
μ, μB 0.19 0.14 0.22 0.37 0.30 0.34 0.23 0.30
d(Cr�Cr), Å 6.541 7.452 8.599 8.919 9.877 10.749 11.331 12.338

a J is defined as the energy difference between fully ferromagnetic state (vvvv) and the state with the flipped spin for one Cr atom (vvvV) computed for the 2� 2 supercell.
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of-states (DOS) for both families exhibits a sharp
feature at the Fermi level, which assigns the G|Cr|(C6H6)
systems to ferromagnetic materials according to the
Stoner criterion. Projection of the DOS of themetal and
graphene subsystems (Figure 4b,e) shows that the
magnetism of G|Cr|(C6H6) is mostly determined by
spatial and energetic localization of the excess (up)
spin on the metal centers (presumably in Cr-dz2-
derived states). The spin polarization of the graphene
substrate remains negligible; however, the spin-down
states of graphene appear around the Fermi level. The
magnetic moment of the graphene subsystem thus
amounts to ca. 0.1 μB and is antiparallel to the local
magneticmoments of themetal centers. This pattern is
common for all G|Cr|(C6H6) systems studied in thiswork
and has pronounced similarities to the results of some
recent experimental and theoretical studies of the
magnetic properties of graphene�metal interfaces.39,43

Similar oscillation behavior of the magnetic coupling
in dependence on the intermetallic distances was
described earlier on the surface of carbon nanotubes44

and explained in terms of the RKKY model.45 However
in this particular case, a contributionofKondo coupling46

interaction has to be specifically studied and will be
reported elsewhere.

The origin of the spin-polarized states imprinted in
the graphene substrate and for the accompanying
redistribution of the electron density can be discussed
in terms of the spin�charge separation hole intro-
duced in the previous section. It also shows some
similarity to the recently described image potential
states in graphene.43 In the molecular system Cr(C6H6)2,
the SCS is induced by removal of one electron; in G|Cr|-
(C6H6) an analogous effect is caused by crossing of the
Cr-dz2-derived localized band and conduction band of
the graphene substrate. This crossing results in a partial

Figure 4. Electronic structure for the representative G|Cr|(C6H6) systems VI and VII. (a and d) Spin-polarized solution of band
structure profiles (color scheme: dCr contribution in 10�20% (red), 20�30% (green), 30�40% (blue), 40�50% (magenta),
>50% (cyan)). (b and d) Spin-dependent full DOS profiles evidence spatial splitting of up- and down-spin states. In particular,
spin-down states are localized at Cr centers, whereas the complementary spins are imprinted in the graphene π-states. This
fact can also be seen in the real space spin density distribution (c and f), where excess spin-up density is homogeneously
distributed over the graphene substrate.
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spin-polarized transfer of the electron density from the
Cr-dz2 states tographene.However, themetal-to-graphene
electron transfer is balanced by formation of the SCSH
(Figure 3c). Readjustment of the charge density within
the graphene and the π-ligand groups enforced by the
SCSH results in the imprinted charge density in the
carbon network, which is complementary to the in-
duced spin on themetal centers. As can be clearly seen
from the spin-resolved projected DOS and band struc-
tures, both systems VI and VII have half-metallic nature.
Independent of the topology, spin-up states of the
metal have an excess at the Fermi level, but these
states are strongly localized and of low carrier mobility
(velocity at the Fermi level is about zero). However, less
pronounced contribution of graphene spin-down
states at the Fermi level can still enable formation of
a conductive π-conjugated net over the graphene
substrate, as can be seen in Figure 4c,f. Formation of
such a net is a necessary prerequisite for thematerial to
be classified as a spin-valvewith a possibility to address
andmanipulate localized and seemingly disjointed but
yet coupled atomic networks.

Variation of the EM values between different G|Cr|-
(C6H6) topologies can be thus correlated to the way in
which π-system of the pristine graphene substrate can
account for additional charge density. The spin-polar-
ized solutions are stable when spin-down states can
form conjugated π-systems similar to those shown in
Figure 3c,f for systems VI and VII. However, as the
surface density of the metal centers increases (which
is also reflected in a more pronounced dispersion of
the Cr-dz2 band), a repulsive Coulomb interaction over-
comes the energy gain from the formation of the
conjugated π-system and destabilizes the ferromag-
netic state, as found for system I, with the shortest
Cr�Cr distance.

Arene Ligand As a Local Gate. So farwe have shown that
the electronic properties of G|Cr|(C6H6) systems are
determined by the interplay between the dispersion-
less band derived from the local Cr-dz2 states and the
conduction band of the graphene substrate. The con-
tribution of the benzene states to the total DOS in the
range of EF ( 2 eV is negligible, and hence the role of
the π-ligand is seemingly unimportant. In fact, this
impression is deceptive, because the structuring of the
d-orbital pattern of chromium and preservation of
the graphene band structure in G|Cr|(C6H6) is only
possible in the presence of the benzene rings coordi-
nating the metal atoms (compare to the bare Cr atom
on the graphene surface described by Valencia et al.).29

Furthermore, it is obvious from the electronic structure
shown in Figure 4 that the properties of the G|Cr|arene
assemblies can be fine-tuned by modulating the

Figure 5. Evolution of the electronic structure of the G|Cr|-
C6H6�xFx system (topologies VI and VII) with the gradual
substitution of hydrogen with fluorine atoms in the ben-
zene ring (x = 1�6). (a, b) Response of the spin-up band
structure to the fluorine substitution (negative “local gate”)
for the systems VI (a) and VII (b) (color scheme: as in
Figure 4). (c) Full magnetic moments (inset) and magnetiza-
tion energies (Etotal

FM � Etotal
NM ) of the G|Cr|C6H6�xFx as a

function of x.

TABLE 2. RelativeEnergies of thePESCritical Points (kJ/mol)

Computed at the Different Level of Theory with PBE/TZ2P-

Optimized Coordinates (def2 stands for the def2-TZVP

basis set)

CP

PBE/

TZ2P

PBE/

def2

PBE-D/

def2

PBE0/

def2

B2PLYP/

def2

B2PLYP-D/

def2

M06/

def2

H1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
TS1 111.7 118.4 128.9 151.3 140.1 147.9 141.4
V1 101.0 107.5 118.4 139.8 122.9 130.9 119.2
TS2 105.9 112.3 122.5 146.8 130.4 137.8 131.3
H2 11.1 11.7 13.5 20.5 20.5 21.8 20.1

Figure 6. Energy profile for the migration of the Cr|(C6H6)
moiety on the surface of the graphene flake.
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position of the Cr-dz2 level with respect to the graphene
bands. We have found that the π-ligands provide an
ideal highly flexible framework for this purpose. Intro-
duction of electron-donating or electron-withdrawing
substituents in the benzene ring has a dramatic impact
on the energy of the Cr-dz2 level, leaving the other
bands almost intact. Figure 5 illustrates the action of
the gradual hydrogen-to-fluorine substitution in ben-
zene rings of G|Cr|(C6H6) systems VI and VII.

At the initial stages of substitution (x < 3) the Cr-dz2
band and the Fermi level are shifted to lower energy
with respect to graphene and Gr-dxz,yz bands. This
results in a drastic drop of the ME values and magnetic

moments and, ultimately, in the preference of the spin-
unpolarized solution for medium and large degrees of
substitution. For x > 4 (VI) or 3 (VII) the Ef and graphene
bands remain fixed, while the Cr-dz2 level is shifted
further down below one of the Gr-dxz,yz band(s). The
respective consequences are different depending on
the substrate topology. For system VII, these transfor-
mations open the gap and produce a spin-unpolarized
system with the flat band near the Fermi level for x =
2�3 and a semiconductor with pronounced p-type
character for larger x (Cr-dz2 level is below the Cr-dxz,yz
band). For the topological pattern VI the situation is
evenmore spectacular. The gap remains closed for any

Figure 7. Timeprofile of the kinetic energy for theΓ-point Nosé-Hoover dynamics of the supercell G|{Cr|(C6H6)}ywith y =1 (a)
and 4 (b) at different temperatures in the range 300�3000 K and 2 ps time window at each thermostat temperature. (c)
Standard deviation (STDEV in Å) logarithmic plot shows that even at a relatively high NVT-bath temperature of 1200 K, the Cr
position is well-localized. (d) Top and perspective views of room-temperature behavior in the system: Cr atoms are localized
above the centers of hexagonal rings of graphene, while benzene rings rotate freely.
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x, and the unpolarized solutions aremore preferable by
ca. 25 meV. One thus obtains a zero-gap material with
linear dispersion at the Fermi level. Remarkably, in this
system the Dirac cones2,47 are not formed by the
crossing of pure carbon π-bands as in the pristine
graphene, but rather originate from the intersection
of the π-carbon and d-metal bands. Whereas velocity
of the massless particles at the Fermi level (vF) in
graphene is precisely 0.003c, vF deviates in the range
0.001�0.003c for the π-carbon/d-metal band crossing.
Large contributions of the metal d-states in the con-
ductive bands also recall a d-pairing state in some high-
temperature superconducting materials.48 A band
structure similar to that of G|Cr|(C6H3F3) systems VI
and VII is also found for isostructural assemblies G|Cr|-
(CO)3, in linewith the electron-accepting action of three
CO ligands (see SI). Thus, the arene ligand serves as a
local gate that can be used to fine-tune the properties
of the G|Cr|arene architecture without modifying the
graphene substrate or changing the metal atom.

Stability of G|Cr|(C6H6). I. Energy Profile. Successful ap-
plication of the unique electronic properties of G|Cr|-
arene architectures strongly depends on their stability.
Mobility of the Cr|arene units on the graphene sub-
strate or even their detachment may impose severe
limitations to the practical realization of such architec-
tures. To address this issue, we have studied the
possibility of the Cr(C6H6) migration (obviously, de-
tachment barriers should be higher than those of the
surface migration). To study stability of the G|Cr|(C6H6)
toward migration of Cr|(C6H6) units over the graphene
surface, we have performed two types of calculations.
In a “static” approach, a fragment of a potential energy
surface (PES) for the (C54H18)|Cr|(C6H6) complex was
analyzed by means of the intrinsic reaction coordinate
(IRC) approach. In particular, we have looked for the
path and the barrier to the migration of the Cr|(C6H6)
unit from the central ring (H1, ΔE = 0.0 kJ/mol) to the
neighboring ring (H2,ΔE = 11.1 kJ/mol; see Figure 6 for
the structures and schematic description of the reac-
tion coordinate). PBE/TZ2P calculations have shown
that migration occurs through an intermediate vertex
state (V1) inwhich Cr is located above the carbon atom.
This state (ΔE = 101.0 kJ/mol) forms a shallow mini-
mum between two transition states (TS1 and TS2,ΔE =
111.7 and 105.9 kJ/mol, respectively) with similar
structures (in each TS, Cr is slightly displaced from
the vertex position toward the center of the corre-
sponding ring). Thus, at the PBE/TZ2P level the barrier
to migration exceeds 100 kJ/mol.

For all five critical points, we have also performed
point energy computations using different density
functionals and the def2-TZVP basis set.62 The func-
tionals used were PBE(-D), PBE0, B2PLYP(-D), and M06;
here D stands for the empirical Grimme's correction for
van der Waals interactions,57�61 B2PLYP is a double
hybrid functional combining DFT- and MP2-derived

correlation energy,59,60 whileM06 is a hybrid functional
from the Minnesota family that was shown to give
especially good results for transition metal complexes
and reaction barriers.63 As can be seen in Table 2, the
use of hybrid DFT functionals and Grimme's dispersion
correction increased the relative energies of the transi-
tion states, thus predicting the H1 and H2 states to be
even more kinetically stable than at the PBE level.

Stability of G|Cr|(C6H6). II. Molecular Dynamics. Dynamic
stability of the G|Cr|(C6H6) system was also probed by
means of DFT-based Both�Oppenheimer molecular
dynamics. Two testing systems with dense and sparse
distributions of Cr|(C6H6) moieties as shown in Figure 7
were first equilibrated for 10 ps at 300 K, and then the
temperature was increased in several steps up to 3000 K
with the analysis of the system evolution for several
picoseconds at each temperature step. Computations
were performed in the Γ-point with a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat.

This study revealed that both studied systems ex-
hibit unusual stability up to 2000 K. Even at the highest
studied temperatures, when graphene itself already
exhibited giant out-of-plane vibrational deformations,
Cr|(C6H6) remains tightly bound to the surface, show-
ing only rotational motions around the Cr�graphene
axis. For a system with dense packing, this dynamic
behavior was sustained during further heating; how-
ever for a less dense packing of Cr|(C6H6) units migra-
tion of themetal center started above 2000 K (Figure 7),
but detachment was not observed up to the limit of
3000 K.

CONCLUSIONS

In this work we introduce a chemical route to the
network of well-separated qubits represented by
single metal atoms with arene ligands trapped in a
periodic potential well of a graphene layer, (G|Me|L),
which opens a way to quantum routing and state
manipulation through the conductive graphene sub-
strate. In particular, we describe two regular families
of these networks, with and without graphene-like
band structure. In both families of G|Cr|(C6H6) systems
we found ferromagnetic ordering in the ground elec-
tronic state with high magnetization energy (up to
400 meV). The Cr|arene quasi-atoms carrying spin
information are spatially isolated from each other in
the periodic potential created by the graphene sub-
strate. Nevertheless, they still interact with each other
via a spin communication net within the graphene
layer. We explained these phenomena on the basis of
spin�charge separation, a fundamental property of
the systems with π�d interactions. Moreover, we
propose an efficient and experimentally feasible49

approach to control the electronic properties of these
systems by using the arene ligand as a local gate.
Thus, by varying the number of substituents in the
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G|Cr|(C6H6�xFx) system it was possible to achieve
either an open-gap state or a zero-gap material with
linear dispersion at the Fermi level provided by the
interplay of π* graphene and localized 3d metallic

states. The high thermal stability of such architectures,
proved by ab initio molecular dynamics simulations,
provides a solid background for their practical
realizations.

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The use of several molecular and periodic codes for compu-

tations was dictated by the large size of the studied systems,
and hence the most efficient approach was used for each
type of computations. Data were visualized with the VMD50

package.
Geometry and 2D Electronic Properties. VASP51was employedas a

periodicwave function code. For these calculations, the projector
augmented wave method within general gradient approxima-
tion proposed by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE)52 for the
exchange and correlation functional part was chosen. The
Kohn�Sham orbitals were expanded as a set of plane-wave
bases up to 550 eV. The Brillouin zone is sampledwith a 4� 4� 1
Monkhorst�Pack k-point grid. The Vanderbilt's ultrasoft pseudo-
potentials53 with plane-wave energy cutoff were chosen to be 58
Ryd. The 11 � 11 � 1 Monkhorst�Pack grid was used for the
calculation of the density of states for all structures I�VIII. The
geometry optimization of the internal coordinates with fixed cell
parameters (corresponding to the bare graphene) proceeded
until Hellmann�Feynman forces were less than 0.01 eV/Å. The
relative energies for different magnetic configurations were
converged within 1 meV according to the energy cutoff and
limit of the k-point grid.

Intrinsic Reaction Coordinate and Single-Point Calculations. The
energy profile of the Cr|(C6H6) migration pathway in the
(C54H18)|Cr|(C6H6) complex was computed using PRIRODA54 at
the DFT|PBE|TZ2P level. Single-point calculations were then
performed using ORCA code56 at the DFT|X|def2-TZVP level,
where X stands for PBE(D), PBE0, and B2PLYP(D),57�61 and by
using the Gaussian0964 code at the DFT|M06|def2-TZVP level.
Computations at the MCSCF/cc-pVTZ level of theory were
performed using the Firefly package.65,66

Molecular Dynamics. Born�Oppenheimer Γ-point molecular dy-
namics with the Gaussian and plane wave GPW scheme67�70 were
performed with the PBE exchange�correlation functional52 in CP2K
code. The electron�ion interaction was described by the
Goedecker�Teter�Hutter pseudopotentials67�69 and the TZV2P/
DZV2P basis. Canonical (NVT) ensemble with a 300 K bath tempera-
tureandNosé-Hoover chainswitha200 fs coupling ratewasused for
initial equilibration (10 ps). The stability of the system was then
studied by means of heating steps in the 300�3000 K temperature
rangewith600K steps.Minordeviationsbetween thePade-LDAand
PBE results foundduring the initial equilibration at 300Kenabled the
use of the Pade-LDA method for all further studies.
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nometallic complexes of graphene and highly-oriented pyrolitic
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